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ABSTRACT 

 

Artificial intelligence is taking part in more and more necessary role in cordial reception management, 

primarily owing to its ability to hold out historically human functions at any time of the day. This probably 

implies that building homeowners will save vital cash, eliminate human error and deliver superior service. In 

specific, client service could be an important part of the travel business, with hotels usually living and dying 

supported the method they treat their customers. With computer science, the chances for rising this side square 

measure nearly endless, starting from redoubled personalization to tailored recommendations. 

Artificial Intelligence is the latest trend in technology that's being applied a lot in our daily lives. The building 

business is additionally wanting into ways that include this technology in their business. So far, AI is being 

employed within the sort of in-person client care, chatbot within the sort of an internet reservation system 

likewise as front table caretaker automaton, and information analysis running within the background. every 

application of AI is completely different in how it's conferred and the way it'll have an effect on the end-user. 

By collecting client reviews on targeted hotels, we are able to take deep consideration of the business and 

client rating impact of deploying completely different AI technology in hotels. 

KEYWORDS:_ Artificial Intelligence, Hotels, Trending, Technology, Business, Chatbot, Internet, 

Reservation,Information.
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays AI is being employed additional and additional in numerous sectors of companies and into our 

lives. AI refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines that are programmed to suppose like 

humans and mimic their actions” (Frankenfield, 2020). Author John Paul Mueller wrote that for a system to be 

thought about as AI, it should be composed of 4 core properties; Acting humanly, thinking humanly, thinking 

rationally, and acting rationally (Mueller, 2018). The intelligence half “is the flexibility to form applicable 

generalizations in a very timely fashion supported restricted data” (Kaplan, 2016). This definition fits the 

building trade well; as every guest can solely give restricted feedback and expect quality answers and 

responses as quickly as doable. Major building corporations are operating with huge technology corporations 

to make their own AI caretaker mechanism and social mechanism. In 2014, Aloft hotels became the primary 

company to begin exploitation mechanism technology. In 2015, Marriot in metallic elementtion} started a 

replacement caretaker mechanism named Mario from QBMT and Henn-na building in Japan became the 

primary building to be utterly staffed by robots; In 2016, Hilton developed Connie, which may be a social 

mechanism backed by Watson AI from IBM; within the same year, Japanese hotels started exploitation Chi 

Hira Hanae from Toshiba. In 2020, the Yotel chain can open a property known as YotelPad, which {can|which 

is able to} feature a golem that will speak multiple languages and plenty of essential service golem options 

These AI chatbots can learn and extend their cognitive content from each spoken language they’ve had, which 

might provide guests a lot of personalized service within the future (Ivanov, 2019, p.169). According to the 

Willa dynasty, there are unit 3 major varieties of computer science technology utilized in hotels. 1) In-person 

client care 2) Chatbots and electronic communication 3) knowledge Analysis (Zhou, 2020). just like the 

mechanism featured in YotelPad, in-person client care could also be within the kind of service robots that 

perform routine tasks like carrying bags, delivering space service, and serving as a companion. Whereas 

chatbots are often used as a social mechanism, performing arts caretaker duties, categorical check-out, and 

arranging travel plans and activities. knowledge analysis actively assembling current market costs of 

competitors and setting the foremost favorable rates in any respect times. There area unit multiple articles on 

the utilization of computer science. A Google Scholar rummage around for the term “The use of computer 

science in hotels” yielded over seventeen,000 articles printed in 2014-2020 (Google Scholar, 2020). Since AI 

continues to be a comparatively new technology, it's still unclear how travelers can move with such service 

robots or chatbots and therefore the impact it'll waken the business ratings. Traditionally, national or agency 

focuses totally on tangible standards for edifice ratings, like space size, convenience, and cleanliness. With the 

increase of the {web|the net} and mobile web, edifice ratings ar currently strictly driven by shoppers, and have 
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a way larger concentration on the standard of service (Hensens, 2015). TripAdvisor, for instance, rumored a 

hundred and fiftieth growth in the transfer of its travel apps, totaling eighty-two million downloads in 2014 

(TripAdvisor, 2014). This paper can discuss this usage of service robots and chatbots in hotels, and the way 

increasing the adoption of AI technology can result in higher client satisfaction from pre-arrival to the 

departure of the edifice. Since the scoring system focuses on client feedback from direct interaction with 

service robots and chatbots, the info analysis portion of the AI application won't be mentioned. 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The research about Artificial Intelligence in hospitality sector was done primarily by the researcher through 

the Cal Poly Pomona Library web site yet as Google Scholar. For the initial discovery part, a hunt of history 

and definition of AI was done to know the elemental word used and a short timeline of the technological 

developments. succeeding analysis part concerned diving deeper into however AI is being employed within 

the edifice business. This section concerned looking for articles and books concerning service robots, chatbots, 

and caretaker robots. The last part of the literature review checked out the present edifice scoring system, and 

AI affects the underlying rating formula calculation. 

I have done a lot of secondary research about Artificial Intelligence in hospitality sector. My research was all 

about how Artificial Intelligence works in hospitality and tourism sector, what are the pros and cons of 

Artificial Intelligence, how it helps us in our daily life and types of services and technology used by the hotels.  

Service Robots 

 

World’s first-ever service mechanism that aimed to serve hotels was referred to as a nobleman. Developed in 

Karlsruhe, Germany, noblemen will facilitate edifice staffs carry customer’s bags, deliver breakfast, and give 

mail to completely different rooms. there have been several challenges long-faced throughout the event of a 

nobleman. 1st of all, the scale of the service mechanism should be thought-about. It should be sufficiently 

little to path through slender corners, however additionally massive enough to withhold the load of the 

customer’s bags. Secondly, the service mechanism should have a sturdy device system, to maneuver fleetly 

and avoid any unneeded collision with customers. Lastly, the service mechanism required to own each detail 

of the hotel’s layout, as well as elevators, bells, automatic doors, etc (Graf, 1998, p.501). Despite these 

difficulties, noblemen were well-tried to be wanted out not solely in Karlsruhe, but additionally different 

hoteliers from different corporations (Schraft, 2000, p.126). 

Ever since then, firms like Savioke started development for service robots that concentrate on the welcome 

management sector. the corporate designed the manservant automaton known as Relay, which delivers varied 
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daily necessity things to the customer’s space. every adopter of Relay gave it its distinctive name for his or her 

whole. as an example, the Residence hostel it's known as Wally; In Crown Plaza, it's known as Dash; In Aloft 

it's known as Botlr. trendy technologies are applied to Relay, like internal Wi-Fi capabilities, 3D cameras, and 

sensors. Service robots currently should additionally accommodate evolving technologies moreover, so 

charging capabilities for home providers and robotic arms for serving drinks area unit just a few extra options 

service robots have these days. 

 

Another major use operation that the designers of Roger de Mortimer ne'er thought of for service robots 

within the building was the thought of it being an associate attraction. the bulk of the time, the service golem 

is being summoned only for the only real purpose of taking a photograph with the golem. settled within the 

San Gabriel building, one out of eight robots can take guests to their destination on the primary floor merely 

serving as associate accompaniment. Pepper, another service golem, will perform dances, tell stories, and hold 

poses for a photograph. (Ivanov, 2019, p.171). in an exceedingly recent study by Roberto Pinillos, they need 

to be discovered that over five-hundredths of the interactions were concerning the service golem itself, which 

means guests were genuinely curious {about |inquisitive about| fascinated by} learning about what the golem 

capabilities were. Among those interactions, almost five-hitter was performed exploitation the touchscreen 

instead of oral communication. This was thanks to 2 factors. the primary reason being that guests ar 

uncomfortable reprimanding a golem in an exceedingly thronged lobby area; second, building surroundings 

are often loud and clamorous, so once the primary try of communication fails, individuals would switch to 

touchscreen instead (Pinillos, 2016, p.49). 

 

In summary, the thought of a service mechanism in an exceedingly edifice isn't entirely new, however, the 

looks and technology have developed considerably since the primary service mechanism noble. Hotels that 

use service robots nowadays will like their ability to hold baggage and deliver space service. Guests typically 

feel a pleasant surprise once greeted by a service mechanism rather than an individual's employees. whereas 

service mechanism core functionalities area unit from the mechanical and robotic aspect, Chatbots on the 

opposite hand, will be thought of as the brain behind. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Chatbots 

 

Chatbot otherwise referred to as a chatterbot, maybe a “machine spoken language system [that] act with 

human users via natural informal language” (Shawar, 2005). language process may be a type of AI, that 

permits chatbots to grasp the intention behind every question and respond in a very manner that feels natural 

to the client. the utilization of chatbots starts at the pre-arrival stage of the trip. throughout a booking session, 

a chatbot will show AN computer program interface for the hotel’s reservation system and supply answers to 

common FAQs. Third-party websites like Booking.com will use their Booking Assistant chatbot to unravel 

fifty p.c of the inquiries within 5 minutes (Sickel, 2015). There square measure 3 major reasons why 

employing a Chatbot in a web session is helpful. the primary reason is that a typical booking website can have 

several input fields, checkboxes for the users to fill out. On the opposite hand, a chatbot can gently guide the 

user throughout the net booking expertise. The second reason is that a lot of travelers square measure already 

aware of the concept of booking vacations through spoken language with an agency, thus conversing with a 

chatbot is a natural transition. The last reason is that with a Chatbot, the subject of the spoken language is 

additional targeted, so providing the client with additional economical expertise (Li, 2019). 

For in-person chatbots, firms like tailored INC. and Belluna Co., Ltd. have developed chatbots to extend 

operational potency by automating repetitive tasks each day. With Bespoke’s own AI engine, Bebot became 

Japan’s initial building chatbot to perform caretaker tasks in 2017. Through one chat window on the guest’s 

phone, they'll request data like breakfast hours, native eating house recommendations, and front table tasks 

like late check-out. tailored INC. chief executive officer Akemi Tsunagawa aforesaid to alternative hoteliers 

“your guests won’t hassle job to kindle a smoothie look close within the middle of the night, however, he or 

she won’t hesitate to ask a similar over chat. little things like these produce opportunities for hotels to push in-

room eating services to extend revenue. as a result of it’s automatic and quick, capturing those opportunities is 

additionally easier than once handled by human” (PR Newswire, 2017). once the purchasers are going away 

from the building, a chatbot will then be used for categorical checkout and additional travel help. as an 

example, if the client has AN forthcoming flight, the chatbot will make sure the traveler’s data, flight 

departure times, and football play all the main points to building employees to finish the request (Sickel, 

2015). Just like service robots, chatbots face several troublesome issues to resolve, like the employment of 

abbreviations and emoticons, spelling, and incorrect order of words by non-English speaking guests (Hill, 

2015). that's why since 2016 hoteliers ar wanted to include existing chatbot systems like Amazon Echo, 

Google Assistant, and the Facebook courier to try and do additional work (Sickel, 2015). though similar in 
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appearance, service robots usually have fewer facial expressions and focus additional on the physical labor, 

whereas chatbots try to assemble the eye of the guests' victimization their distinctive consumer goods and 

computer program to help humans with information-service functions (Pan, 2015). Another challenge that's 

distinctive to chatbots in building settings is the privacy issues because the chatbot collects additional and 

additional useful information. as an example, as for the chatbot to nice every guest one by one, it should store 

distinctive facial information points within the information (Ahn, 2019). 

In summary, chatbots are utilized each in a web setting still as in-person within the building itself. folks from 

around the world have already got a history of online communication and sitting in chat rooms. Therefore, it's 

been a natural transition to maneuver to AI chatbots within the building business. From aiding arrival to 

recommending hidden gems solely locals would realize, chatbots unencumber time from human employees 

and therefore increase their service quality overall. Next, we'll discuss how rising the service quality and 

applying AI technology have an effect on the interior calculations of the building scoring system. 

 

Hotel Reviews 

 

The ease of access to the web nowadays makes data concerning travel products and hotels hospitable to the 

general public. A study wiped out in 2008 showed eighty-four of the travelers have to browse a review online 

before their trip. during which edifice reviews area unit the foremost wanted out of all alternative travel 

reviews on-line, with 9`% reportable they need browse an edifice review, eighty-fifth browse travel 

destination reviews and seventy-four browse edifice reviews. an equivalent study showed that it's fairly 

common that travelers can browse reviews online, however solely four-hundredth of them can produce a 

review post (Conrady, 2009). This demonstrates that the impact of reviews generated by every guest at the 

edifice. for instance, once a hotel’s TripAdvisor rating gains one purpose, the business will expect to examine 

a revenue increase of eleven.2%. These rating area units are calculated in TripAdvisor’s proprietary formula, 

which takes account into three completely different variables. 1st is the variety of comments concerning the 

edifice. The second is the magnitude relation of positive comments to negative comments. finally is the date 

during which the comments were printed (Moran, 2017). concerning computer science, Usability, Social 

acceptance, User expertise, and social group impact (USUS) framework was developed to grasp how humans 

move with robots (Weiss et al., 2009). 

 

 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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USUS Framework 

 

The main goal of the USUS (abbreviation of Usability, Social acceptance, User experience, Societal 

impact)framework is to gift a theoretical basis for analysis activities in conjunction with a way combine to 

permit the assessment of human-robot interaction (HRI) eventualities. to analyze usability in HRI, most 

analysis efforts area unit centered on performance, like robot’s intuitiveness, scenario awareness, response 

time, and general effectiveness. The social acceptance issue is outlined as “an individuals’ disposition to 

integrate an automaton into associate everyday social setting supported the individuals' previous experiences 

once interacting with a robot” (Dauntenhahn, 2011). 

 

Rating System 

 

 

Although computer science isn't a separate class for rating systems like TripAdvisor, the four aspects of the 

USUS framework of getting a service mechanism or chatbot still may be applied to a hotel’s review. initial is 

usability, on what style of duties the service mechanism or social mechanism will perform. The second is 

social acceptance, which means how every guest feels concerning seeing a mechanism roaming throughout the 

building. The third facet is user expertise once interacting and victimization the various functionalities of the 

mechanism. in conclusion, the social group impact includes operating conditions and employment changes 

brought by applications of artificial technology (Dautenhahn, 1998). For alternative rating systems like an 

aortic aneurysm travel guide, technology as a full is being accounted for once performing arts a property 

examination. in keeping with AAA’s inspector report on Waldorf Astoria in urban center, a part of the 

explanation it attained a five.0 publically Areas is attributable to Technology, with the extra note of “each 

guest space is superb, that includes several technology enhancements” (AAA, 2020). Thus, we are going to 

embody AI technology which will be seen within the public house like service robots, caretaker robots, and 

social robots into our information assortment section. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

 

To gather client feedback, purposive sampling was used in conjunction with ethnography. In purposive 

sampling, samples with the foremost applicable qualifications are selected to support the analysis question 

(Sun, 2018). On the opposite hand, ethnography captures online users’ comments in the Associate in Nursing 

immediate type (Ivanov, 2019). several varieties of social media and review platforms are out there these days, 

together with Instagram, Yelp, Youtube etc. I select Trip Advisor’s Content API to scrape the website’s 

review comments. The API will give dynamic access to TripAdvisor content and display the information from 

the response. this can guarantee all the information is time period and up-to-date content from the web site. 

Another advantage is that TripAdvisor had the foremost comprehensive building listings and also the most 

comments left behind by guests. The keyword I accustomed filter all the comments was “robot”. selecting a 

generic keyword can facilitate the U.S.A. to embrace comments for each service robot and chatbots just like 

the caretaker robots. Areas wherever computer science technology is employed however with nominal client 

feedback like security robots won't be thought-about for this analysis. First, the search was targeted for hotels 

that hosted some form of computer science technology, this enclosed massive building teams like Hilton 

Worldwide Holdings opposition., Marriott International, Inc., and Intercontinental Hotels cluster, in 

conjunction with different international building teams just like the HIS building Holdings in Japan. This 

selection in sampling can facilitate the U.S.A.'s higher perceived social acceptance of various individuals 

around the world. Then, every building was classified into one in all 3 areas counting on the automaton 

technology they had: caretaker, area service, and social automaton. every completely different practicality can 

facilitate the U.S.A. to verify the usability as well because of the user expertise.  

Finally, any average rating was calculated victimization the formula: ∑ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ÷ 

∑ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅. to see whether or not there’s any relationship between the 

presence of the automaton and also the customer’s review rating, inside every relevant comment I more down 

filtered out keywords together with “nice”, “cool”, “love”, “like”, and “helpful”. this can facilitate verifying 

the overall public’s perspective towards robots in hotels. for instance, if several reviews mentioned robots, 

however, none realize them useful, then meaning the comment itself was just for the presence of the 

automaton, however not for its usability. different keywords can even facilitate U.S.A.'s appraisal of the social 

acceptance of robots in hotels. Since building reviews are only supported client expertise, this study won't 

cowl the social impact brought by service robots or chatbots. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

A total variety of half-dozen,353 reviews were scrapped from 2015 to 2020 as seen from the subsequent table. 

These half-dozen hotels were chosen as a result of the coated all 3 of the AI technology and made the biggest 

variety of reviews.  

Chatbots within the kind of online application didn't generate several results since most reviews square 

measure concerning the length of the keep within the property, and so not captured within the table. 

Table 1 - Effect of AI on Hotel Ratings from 2015 - 2020 

 

Hotel Name AI Technology Averag 

e Rating 

Matched 

Keyword 

Number of 

Reviews 

Hilton McLean, Tysons 

Corner, USA 

 

Concierge Robot 

 

4 

 

Yes 

 

1,659 

Marriott, Ghent, Belgium Concierge Robot 5 Yes 2,426 

Residence Inn, Los 

Angeles, USA 

 

Room Service Robot 

 

4.5 

 

Yes 

 

1,093 

Crowne Plaza, Milpitas, 

USA 

 

Room Service Robot 

 

4 

 

Yes 

 

406 

Waldorf Astoria, Las 

Vegas, USA 

 

Social Robot 

 

5 

 

Yes 

 

605 

Henn na Hotel, Huis Ten 

Bosch, Japan 

 

Social Robot 

 

4.5 

 

Yes 

 

164 

   Total Number of 

Reviews 

 

6,353 

 

 

It was shocking there have been a lot of reviews regarding the caretaker automaton instead of the area service 

automaton or the social automaton. wanting deeper at the It was shocking there have been a lot of reviews 

regarding the caretaker automaton instead of the area service automaton or the social automaton. wanting 

deeper at the caretaker automaton reviews showed Henn na. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Hotel in Japan was the primary edifice to be run fully by robots in 2015, and therefore the Japanese 

community welcome its existence. the number of reviews was rock bottom was because of 2 reasons. the 

primary reason is that the physical location of the edifice wasn't a well-liked holidaymaker destination, 

therefore only a few guests stop by every year. The second reason is that the Japanese customers are usually a 

lot reserved and thus won’t leave a review behind every keep despite the edifice. {another reason|one a lot of 

reason|another excuse} there has been more caretaker robots review was that not each guest ordered space 

service, and social robots are a lot of targeted at younger children. Social robots, even if it had quantity} 

amount of comments concerning robots, because of the very fact they were laborious to search out or being 

occupied, it created away a lot of vital increase within the hotel’s ratings as a result of most families 

concentrate on their youngsters, and once their youngsters' are amused, the complete family is happy. They 

conjointly offer the foremost usability to the guests, providing helpful info concerning the edifice, close 

attractions and restaurants, and even telling jokes to the family. Guests usually like once the mechanism 

support multiple options. On the opposite hand, space service delivery robots tend to fall within the middle of 

the 3 robots. once the edifice is busy, a delivery mechanism can even build speedy deliveries to assist alleviate 

the edifice workers. Customers order the delivery mechanism, not as a result of they have it, but a lot of 

associate attraction to visualize out. this time aligns with the very fact that single usability technology can not 

satisfy customers' expectations. However, user expertise is healthier here as a result of they serve only 1 

purpose and screw well. varied chatbots usually have problems with restricted responses and restricted 

content, additionally to the high expectation from the purchasers created lower ratings. All 3 classes of robots 

yielded match keywords, so as words having a mechanism in situ will increase client 

satisfaction. In general, customers like the thought of getting an automaton aboard with an edifice employee, 

simply just in case there’s a desire for backup and also the guests themselves have the choice to settle on 

between somebody or an automaton. Also, with the assistance of service robots, edifice employees will 

unencumber their time from running deliveries or coaching new staff and so focus their full attention on the 

shoppers themselves. The last pattern that appeared very often was the term ‘robot-like’. Results showed that 

guests will relate a lot of and establish an employees members that created inefficient quality service. we will 

see individuals are associating robots with slowness, unskillfulness, and lack of feeling within the past. 

However, with the most recent technological advances, a lot of and a lot of guests ar intrigued by the thought 

of getting robots throughout their visits, and also the keywords related to robots currently have been modified 

to cool down, nice and useful. 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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CHAPTER FIVE: RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

My recommendation for hotels commencing to implement computer science is, to begin with, the caretaker 

automaton. As we are able to see from the antecedently collected information, the caretaker automaton can 

generate the foremost reviews back since it sits at the forefront of the edifice. Next, hoteliers will leverage 

existing natural process language chatbot technology like Alexa, Siri, and Facebook traveler. Lastly, because 

the technology stack develops, implement a lot of and a lot of options onto the prevailing caretaker automaton, 

and perhaps begin adding on some social automaton since they're similar in an exceedingly manner that they 

use an equivalent backend technology. Service robots usually need a lot of subtle styles and can be tough to 

maneuver in larger hotels. Therefore, I suggested beginning implementing the service robots solely once the 

chatbots are absolutely enforced. Lastly, begin making information as presently as doable of client profiles 

gathered from the robots. This information may embrace the guest’s favorite temperature, TV channels, 

activities to try and do, etc. From these information points, the edifice will offer a lot of personal visits when. 

Certainly, with the assistance of robots, existing employees members can have longer dedicated to the 

shoppers. we've seen the importance of client reviews on the business; thus, it might be useful if the review or 

survey is bestowed as Associate in Nursing possibility within the automaton itself. whereas grabbing the 

customer’s attention mistreatment their individualism, the automaton will gift the review at the top, leading to 

a better probability of client feedback. this can be ready to solve the matter of not generating enough reviews, 

which inevitably results in a lower edifice rating. 

 

CHAPTER SIX: LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

 

This analysis is restricted to one supply of the scoring system, TripAdvisor. whereas over six thousand 

reviews were parsed, not all well-liked rating platforms were thought of. Also, solely hotels that used AI 

technology on-premise were thought of, online systems that use chatbots or information analysis weren't. The 

social group impact of computing wasn't lined. Today, since the wedged hotels and staffs area unit is 

restricted, we have a tendency to don't see any trends concerning geographical point changes. One fascinating 

side to think about is the time it takes to coach and maintains a service or caretaker mechanism. because the 

use of AI technology increases, can there be additional hardware problems or potential geographical point 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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safety issues that come in conjunction with it? In time we are going to begin to visualize how humans and AI 

co-exist within the building business. Future studies will specialize in this space, still because of the 

information analysis techniques inside AI. information analysis is already getting used these days in an 

internet setting to gather helpful data from the purchasers still as business competitors. additional information 

and information can provide any business a footing, starting from competitive rating to higher client 

customization. Another space that AI serves online is chatbots. This paper concisely touched upon the 

applications of chatbot in an exceedingly hotel’s online reservation system, however, additional analysis can 

be done on its impact on the business. 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION 

 

 

This paper has examined the varied application and use cases for computer science within the building 

business. The 3 kinds of AI applications we tend to check out were service robots, caretaker robots, and social 

robots, wherever the latter 2 may be a type on chatbot in an exceedingly building setting. Service robots offer 

a quick and reliable user expertise that parallels human staff. caretaker robots facilitate the front table staff 

with check-in/check-out, providing helpful building info, whereas social automaton gathers the eye of guests 

and brings amusement to the complete family. From the building reviews left behind by customers on 

TripAdvisor, we tend to see positive remarks left behind relating to the AI technology and building as a full. 

whether or not it’s attributable to the pure amusement price or simply overall quality and potency of the 

robots, having AI technology on-premise so provides customers one further reason to depart an even positive 

review.

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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